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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT— In this paper, we propose a simple scheme for optical multi-protocol label switching (MPLS) network 

to support multi-rate data transmissions. Spectral-amplitude coding (SAC) labels of stuffed quadratic congruence 

(SQC) codes are used for packet switching without multiple access interference (MAI). System performance is 

analyzed by taking the effects of phase-induced intensity noise (PIIN) and thermal noise into account. We also 

compare the bit-error rate (BER) of MPLS network with the system where labels of M-sequence codes are employed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Since the demand for bandwidth increases in recent years, the optical network is thought as a solution to support 

massive bandwidth and diverse services. Some methods are proposed to improve network performance. For example, 

wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) techniques enhance the system capacity of fiber-optic transmission by 

transmitting data simultaneously on multiple wavelengths in a single fiber. However, repeated optical-electrical-optical 

conversion at every node limits the application of WDM in optical packet switching (OPS) network. Some all-optical 

networks are proposed to solve the electronic switching bottleneck and to overcome the slowness of data processing in 

the electrical domain. 

Multi-protocol label switching (MPLS), which switches the packet according to its label, is one of the most efficient 

protocols for all-optical networks. In the early scheme, labels are deleted and re-encoded after label verification at every 

node. When label stacking is used, forwarding nodes only execute label recognition to determine the path for packet 

switching [1]. Because cross-layer processing is no longer required, MPLS network has shorter processing time, 

compared with other internet protocols. 

In order to handle the rapid growing of various applications, multi-rate service is required for the request of 

transmitting different data types, such as multimedia, voice or video [2], [3]. In this paper, a compact multi-rate scheme 

of MPLS network is proposed. Stuffed quadratic congruence (SQC) code [4] is used for implementing spectral-amplitude 

coding (SAC) label. The effects of phase-induced intensity noise (PIIN) and thermal noise are analyzed to derived system 

performance. Furthermore, the label of M-sequence code is also investigated for bit-error rate (BER) comparison. 

 

2. MULTI-RATE CONFIGURATION FOR MPLS NETWORK 

In the proposed MPLS network, stacked labels are assigned to a packet, so multiple access interference (MAI) must 

be considered. One method to eliminate MAI is using a balanced detector to decode the label code with the fixed-

correlation property. Before packet enters the network, a stack of label codes is set by the encoder at edge node based on 

the label switched path (LSP) [5]. Figure 1 shows the system configuration of packet generation with SAC labels. 

Assume that there are two types of packets in the network and SQC codes are used for SAC labels. The first type is a 

high-rate packet with bit duration T1 while the second is low-rate with bit duration T2, where T1 = 2T2. Both packets have 

the duration Tp. Our scheme of multi-rate transmission is to separate type#1 packet into two. The format of the split 

packets is the same as type#2. Then, different labels are allocated to all packets, and they are further transmitted to MPLS. 
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The sequential payload bits of type#1 packet are alternated to parallel ones by a serial-to-parallel converter. This block 

set the format of the split packets the same as type#2 by extending the bit duration. 

 

 

Figure 1: Configuration of Packet Generator with Multi-Rate Transmission at Edge Node. P/S: Parallel-to-Serial; BLS: 

Broadband Light Source; IM: Intensity Modulator; MUX: Multiplexer 

For the proposed label assignment in MPLS network, each path corresponds three distinct labels, L#1, L#2 and L#3. 

Although a type #1 packet is divided into two, they still have the identical destination or LSP. To transmit these two 

packets simultaneously without interference, L#1 and L#2 are respectively assigned to them. As for the case of low-rate 

transmission, there is only one packet with label L#3 sending to the network. The SAC labels are generated by the fiber 

Bragg grating (FBG)-based decoder in [6]. 

At forwarding node, labels are verified to determine the next path to switch. If the label of a path matches the one in 

the label stack, the packet is switched to that path. Figure 2 shows the configuration of forwarding node, where M is the 

number of paths connected to the node. A packet is split into a few parts when entering the forwarding node. One is sent 

to fiber delay line (FDL) to wait for the completion of label verification process, and other parts are forwarded to label 

processors to recognize the labels in the stack. If one of the labels matches, a control signal is generated to turn on the 

switch and let the packet pass through.  

 

 

Figure 2: Configuration of Packet Switcher with Multi-Rate Detection at Forwarding Node 
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3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISSCUSSIONS 

For packet switched in MPLS network, the number of stacked labels is limited by successful decoding the desired 

label from interferences of other labels in the same optical band. In numerical analysis, we assume that the light source 

has flat power spectrum density (PSD) in coded bandwidth. Under this condition, the main restrictions on label detecting 

are thermal noise and PIIN [4]. Assume that each un-polarized broadband light source (BLS) has bandwidth , and 

magnitude P/ where P is the received BLS power at the label decoder. The variance of thermal noise 2

t can be 

expressed as  

2 4 / ,t b n LK T B R                                                                                 (1) 

where Kb is Boltzmann’s constant, Tn is the absolute receiver noise temperature, B is the electrical bandwidth, and RL is 

the receiver load resistor. The variance of PIIN 2

p can be written as the following expression. 
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where , , and N is the weight, cross-correlation and length of label code, respectively. R is the responsivity of photo-

diode and K is the number of stacked labels. Then, the photo-current I shown at the decoder output is written as 

/I RPw N                                                                                   (3) 

Finally, we can obtain signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the decoded label signals from Eq. (1) - (3). 
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Using Gaussian approximation, BER for type#1 packet is expressed as 

(type#1)

1 SNR
BER erfc( )

2 4
                                                                            (5) 

The type#2 packet has to interlace the payload bits of two split packets, so the error rate of this packet is written as 

2

(type#2) (type#1) (type#1)BER 1 (1 BER ) 2BER                                                             (6) 

The relation between the number of stacked labels and BERs for two types of packets is shown in Fig. 3. The 

parameters used in the simulations are listed in Table 1. The performances of two packets are almost the same. BER 

increases with the stacked label number. This is due to the increase in PIIN, which results from the square-law operation 

of photo-diode when an optical signal is down-converting to an electrical carrier. In this simulation, SQC codes of (N=13, 

=4, =1) and (31,6,1), as well as M-sequence codes of (31,16,8) are applied to construct SAC labels. As shown in Eq. 

(2), the key factor to suppress PIIN effect is in-phase cross-correlation λ. This is the reason that packets with SQC labels 

have better BERs than those of M-sequence labels. Furthermore, when the label with long code length is used, the 

number of stacked labels is increased, and better performance is reached. However, more FBGs are required for encoding 

or decoding long-length SAC labels, which increases system complexity at label encoders. The tradeoff between node 

simplicity and switching performance should be taken account when such network is designed. 

 

 

Figure 3: BER versus Stacked Label Number 
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Table 1: Parameters used in the Simulation 

Parameter Name Value 

Electrical bandwidth B = 200MHz 

BLS bandwidth v = 1.4THz 

BLS power P = 0.1mW 

Temperature at receiver Tn = 300K 

Receiver load resistor RL = 1030Ω 

Responsivity R = 0.75A/W 

 

4. CONSLUSIONS 

In this paper, a system configuration of multi-rate MPLS network based on SAC labels is proposed. The network 

performance is investigated by deriving BER values. Simulation results show that similar BERs are measured for packets 

with different bit-rates, which implies that the proposed system is enabled to support multi-rate transmissions. Moreover, 

impacts of label lengths and types on system BER are also discussed. 
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